County Rare Plant Registers (CRPRs) summarise all known populations of rare and scarce species in a vicecounty ordered by species. They have been widely adopted and 15 out of the 41 vice-counties in Scotland
have now published a CRPR. They can be accessed via the Rare Plant Registers page on the BSBI website. One
was published for Midlothian in 2014 with a second edition in 2020.
A CRPR is very useful to Vice-county Recorders, other active recorders and to researchers but rather less so for
conservationists as many queries relate to sites rather than species. So in 2021 a Botanical Site Register was
compiled to accompany the 2020 CRPR for Midlothian. Both are now viewable from the Midlothian page on
the BSBI website.
In contrast to the CRPR, the Botanical Site Register provides all the most recent extant records in a
spreadsheet format, which allows more detail to be included for each record, and crucially the data are sorted
by hectad and then site, instead of by species. Therefore the rare plant data are presented in an ideal format
for anyone with an interest in a particular area – such as a conservation land manager, or even visiting
botanists.
This is only the second Botanical Site Register to be published in Scotland – Michael Braithwaite first published
one for Berwickshire in 2011 and there have been a number of revisions – see the BSBI Berwickshire page.

This extract shows records from a few sites in hectads NT06 & NT15
Records for each site are demarcated by thin black borders. Thick black borders are used to enclose records for each hectad.

The number of Rare Plant Register records in each hectad is also summarised
It can be used to see which RPR species occur in any hectad and how many populations there are of each species in that hectad.

Updates: Although I am retired as Midlothian Vice-county recorder I would be delighted to receive any records
that would update the Rare Plant and Botanical Site Registers - at least until a new Recorder is appointed!
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